Video Sound Stage At Fort Bragg Grace Community Church
*Remember the time when
en we would take our children to school on the first day and
meet the other children with the teacher. With excitement and high expectations it
was one of the best times in our lives. This is just a dream now and as Christians we
need to be ready to educate our young people in a different way through online
vocational studies.
As we move into a different phase of ministry the
e church buildings have many limitations for outreach
into the local community during this
is health crisis. As ministers it is always a challenge to be good
stewards over these wonderful houses of worship. I am exploring the possibilities for online streaming
stream
and would like to use the nursery at the Fort Bragg Grace Community Church.
I would like to build a sound stage in the first room called the nursery and it would be a semisemi
permanent space.. I would be willing to keep the room ready for church uses and within an hour of
boxing up stage equipment it could be back to the original room for other uses.
The reason for being a semi-permanent
permanent stage is so that video recording would be efficient and time
saving when producing the series of educational material.
This room would be locked with a combination lock so that anyone with permission could use it or look
in. I would like to leave many of the props and lighting set up so that we can schedule 4 appointments
weekly. I also want to paint the west wall green so that we will have special effects and green screen
backgrounds.
During video recording the church would be subject to a quiet time.. We can work around church
schedules and keep everyone informed. I see video appointments and recording times between 10:00
A.M. and Noon.
If possible we would like to start recording the first week of August. I hope to have open the video
series by September 1st and at that time have a full schedule of classes ready to go.
Thanks for your consideration of this project and let me know if you have any questions or suggestion.
Rense Miller
964-7657

